ROADMACHINE X
Get out and ride!

Road - Endurance Series

ROADMACHINE X
#Outsideisfree
Get outside with Roadmachine, a free spirit ready to explore.
From gravel adventures, bike trips or your daily b-road commute, this versatile bike has you covered.

Capable and adventure-ready
Sporting all the features expected from a great all-rounder for unfettered
adventure rides. Know you can go further thanks to its stable and versatile geometry, trustworthy components, all-road wheelset and those
hidden mounts for fenders and racks.

Compliance and control
Our TCC Endurance technology delivers front-to-back compliance
and control for an efficient ride on any terrain.

www.bmc-switzerland.com/roadmachinex
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Road - Endurance Series

Capable Geometry
Modern geometry that combines stability on
loose terrain and a snappiness for asphalt

Internal Cable routing and
Flat Mount Brakes
For improved durability and a
clean and integrated aesthetic

Rack And Fender Mounts
Adventure road riding, gravel
explorations or commuting?
Easily adapt to any set-up with
hidden fender and rack mounts

Tuned Compliance

All-road Tubeless Wheelset

TCC Endurance technology delivers superior compliance, both
on road and off the beaten path

1x Drivetrain
Take on any terrain with a reliable and uncomplicated 1x drivetrain and front chainguide

www.bmc-switzerland.com/roadmachinex

Wide tubeless rims and 34mm
tires let you explore any terrain with confidence
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Capable Geometry

Premium Carbon Fork

Fender And Rack Mounts

The long front-end improves control on
any terrain while the short chainstays reward you with rapid accelerations.

Superior control and compliance are delivered through our Premium Carbon fork.

Do it all: your Roadmachine X is ready to
accommodate different setups, making
it a great choice from all-road riding to
light touring and commuting.

Functional And Minimalist
Functional, well-thought-out features like internal
cable routing and flat-mount brakes blend in with
the clean, minimalist design in true Swiss style.

www.bmc-switzerland.com/roadmachinex
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